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Abstract
By recognizing different meanings of place as well as influential parameters on the perception of place, it is possible to create a pleasant environment. This study aims to measure the factors contributing to the conception of place meaning and
emotional experience of place. Also, it seeks to understand the mechanism of perceiving the different meanings and qualities of place from users’ point of view. The qualitative and quantitative methods were applied. In this regard, the emotional evaluation model of Pleasure-Arousal, interview, and questionnaire have been used. The study has been conducted on 3
buildings of Selcuk University in Turkey. The statistical population in the different groups consisted of architecture students. Results show that along with the emotional assessment of place, the factors such as morphological, sensory, and individualones affect the user’s assessment, and there is a meaningful relationship between the emotional evaluation of place
and factors forming the meaning of place. Furthermore, place quality and its aesthetic components play important role in
individuals’ preferences and judgments and led to psychological pleasure and positive emotional assessment.
K e y w o r d s : Place meaning, Emotional evaluation, Emotional experience, Pleasure-Arousal, Environment, Behavior.

1. INTRODUCTION
The discussion of different concepts related to place
and how it is experienced by users is one of the most
important issues in architecture and urbanization,
especially in the field of behavioral and environmental
sciences [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. Nevertheless, there is not
enough evidence in terms of design style and place’s
quality impact on users’ emotional-perceptual experience. In this respect, there are two important things.
One is the meaning of place, and the other is how a
place is experienced. By recognizing different meanings of place as well as influential parameters on the
emotion of the individuals, it is possible to create a
pleasant environment which is the main goal of archi4/2021
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tecture. Based on their intellectual foundations and
using physical components, architects imply meanings
to the environment in the process of design. To attain
a perfect design and architecture, it is necessary to
consider the processes of emotion and the perception
of people about the environment, because perception
plays a main role in an individual’s interpretation of
the environment and shaping environmental behavior
[7]. According to Amos Rappaport [8], environmental
quality is the result of the focus on planning and
design purposes in ensuring a better environment, in
terms of safety, health, aesthetics, comfort, and wellbeing. Concerning Rappaport’s idea, the environmental quality should be assessed both objectively and
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subjectively. The individual should have an understanding of the effect of the environment as shown in
their affection towards the place. So, it seems that in
investigating the different perceived dimensions of
place meanings, the emotional experience of a place
is important and should be evaluated too.
This study, with attention to the emotional-perceptual experience of place, seeks to understand the mechanism of perceiving the different meanings and qualities of place from the users’ point of view. Therefore,
in describing the research process, this paper tries to
answer the following questions:
1 – Which dimensions of the meaning of place are
more significant for users?
2 – What is the users’ mode of thinking in the interpretation of a place?
3 – What are the components involved in promoting
place perception with an emphasis on the emotional-perceptual experience of place?
Indeed, by asking such questions we seek to review
the place meaning through the users’ emotional-perceptual experience. Accordingly, to answer the questions mentioned above, the present study uses a combination of qualitative (interview) and quantitative
(survey) work. Then, the reliability of the findings is
provided by matching the interview and survey results.

2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
2.1. Place meaning
Today, the meaning of place is one of the most important issues that has been devoted to many kinds of
research such as psychology, sociology, architecture,
urbanism, and landscape design. In his book “Place
and Placeless”, Relph [9] has emphasized the importance of meaning and phenomenologically is looking
for clues to answer why and how places carry meanings for people. According to him, a place can be
defined from three aspects: physical, activity, and
meaning. Canter has proposed a model of place which
involved three aspects: activities, imaginations, and
forms [10]. He believes that the influence of physical
and formal features on psychological and behavioral
aspects is of paramount importance. According to
him, different people have different perceptions of
place and thus, the individual aspects of place perception are of great importance. In his book “A Theory of
Good City Form”, Lynch considers the meaning of
place as the result of the relationship between the spatial elements and the mental structures of the observer [11]. In this definition, the elements of space define
6
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the physical environment, and mental patterns are
involved in values such as culture, character, situation,
and experience. Gustafson [12] presented a threedimensional model consisting of “person”, “others”
and “the environment”. He believes that the meaning
of place is the result of the interaction among these
three aspects [13].
2.2. The relationship between place meaning and
evaluating the emotional-perceptual experience
The qualities of the environment affect the user’s
behavior and emotional response. In fact, through
perception and sensation elicited from characteristics
of a place, emotional qualities constitute a subjective
experience that led to response or behavior [14, 15].
It is not possible to evaluate the emotional-perceptual experience of place without considering and assessing the experience and meaning of a place. Evaluable
factors in environmental studies are put forward, and
it can lead to making more accurate indexes in assessing the emotional experience of place and presenting
design strategies and guidelines. Relying on the environmental components, paying attention to the
process of emotional-perceptual experience of place
leads to making a deeper understanding of place
meaning. Examining the mental concepts of users
about the importance of the physical, functional, and
social characteristics of a place enables designers to
identify the mental expectations of users from the
architectural spaces. Indeed, examining the mental
concepts of users reflects their views and desires
regarding the pleasant architectural space.
2.3. A model for the evaluation of the users’ emotional experience and responses of environment
Emotional evaluation depends on the understanding
of the emotional quality of objects and places. To this
end, although objective factors arouse desirable or
undesirable feelings, they are the result of mental and
emotional states. In the field of environmental psychology, pleasure and arousal are conceived as two
basic dimensions of emotional responses that indicate
peoples’ state of feeling [16]. Emotions include
dimensions of pleasure and arousal [17]. Empirical
studies have shown that pleasure and arousal are most
descriptive of emotional appraisal of environments
[18], and it can be said that pleasure and arousal are
considered as important dimensions in the definition
of individuals’ affective assessment of the environment. Physical futures of an environmental setting
affect the amount of pleasure and arousal [19].
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Figure 1.
The base of Mehrabian and Russell model [1, 22]

As an often-applied approach to assess and describe
environmental experiences, the model of Mehrabian
and Russell provides a theoretical framework to
investigate the role of physical environment qualities
in human emotion and the effect of emotion on environmental behavior. It consists of three parts: environmental stimuli, emotional states, and approachavoidance responses. The environment creates an
emotional reaction in people, which, in turn, leads to
desirable or undesirable responses [20]. Based on this
argument, it is assumed that environmental perceptions are directly related to the user’s behavioral tendencies, pleasure, and arousal. The physical environment is considered as stimuli in creating approach or
avoidance behaviors. Pleasure refers to adjectives
such as good, happy, pleased, whereas arousal refers
to adjectives like stimulated, excited, or active [21].
James Russell [22] used the concept of “core affect”
to describe states of mood, mental process, and good
or bad feelings which influence perception, cognition,
and behavior. He defines core affect as a neurophysiological state that an integral blend of hedonic (pleasure-displeasure) and arousal (sleepy-activated) values [23]. Russell proposes that the core effect at any
slice in time can be described by two independent
dimensions: Degree of pleasantness and degree of
activation [24]. Individuals’ affective responses to the
environment include a complex situation of behavioral and cognitive responses which have a continuous and implicit mode. Users describe places based
on a combination of modes such as desirable, impressive, safety. These feelings are related to the
Pleasure-Arousal model. The following diagram is
the results of 16 descriptive elements proposed by
Mehrabian and Russell [25] and modified by Russel
and Barret [24]. The horizontal axis of the diagram
shows various adjectives to indicate the level of pleasure (desirable to undesirable attributes), and the
4/2021
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vertical axis shows various adjectives of arousal (uniform to impressive attributes). Based on this analytical index the emotional quality of places can be
explained.

Figure 2.
Pleasure and Arousal conceived as two basic dimensions of
affective responses that indicate peoples’ state of feeling proposed by Mehrabian and Russell [25] and modified by
Russel and Barret [24]

3. MATERIALS AND METHOD
As mentioned in the introduction, three main questions form the base of the present study. Considering
these questions, we seek to review the place meaning
through the users’ emotional-perceptual experience.
In this respect, to extract the mechanism of perceiving place meaning from the perspective of users, their
“thinking content” as well as “thinking method”
related to buildings were evaluated. To this end, the
study has been conducted on all three buildings
belonging to the architecture and urban design facul-
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ty at the Selçuk University of Konya, Turkey. The statistical population of this study is the architecture and
urban design students of the same faculty.
In the first step, to find the qualitative aspects and
criteria of the place meaning from users’ point of
view (users’ method of thinking in the interpretation
of a place), we analyzed the “narration of place” by
users. So, interviews were conducted with users during the day in the faculty. Indeed, the interview was a
way to answer the first and second questions of the
study so that individuals would have the opportunity
to express their true feelings about each place. In this
context, to catch keywords related to the significant
dimensions and attributes shaping the meaning of
place from users’ point of view, 30 colored pictures
representing the more preferred and used places of
all three buildings of the faculty (5 exterior and 5
interior places for each building) were shown to
users. Since the number of the selected places was
more, it was impossible to do interviews in exact
places (in situ) with users. Therefore, necessarily, we
provided a series of pictures for users who knew the
relevant places.
Showing the pictures, the following questions presented in Table 1 were asked to users, and the relevant keywords were taken note of while users were
answering the questions. During the data collection
process, all interviews were conducted within the
places of study. Each interview lasted 25 to 30 minutes and was conducted during different time of the
day. Forty interviewees were randomly selected. Of
these, 10 were professors and 30 students (15 male &
15 female).
In the second step, we tried to answer the third question of the study. The main goal of doing this step was
to evaluate the contribution of each qualitative component of place [obtained from the interview results]
in the users’ emotional-perceptual experience of
place and determine a meaningful relationship
between them. In this regard, to analyze users’ thinking content and to assess their emotional experience
of place, the Pleasure-Arousal model suggested by
Mehrabian and Russell [25] was distributed as a
questionnaire, and the users were asked to score the
most rated pictures of places that they emphasized in
the interview. Indeed, the reason why the PleasantArousal model was chosen in the study is that it has
received consistent support from empirical studies in
different settings such as retail outlets, shopping
malls, and hotels [21]. Therefore, it seemed appropriate to use it in this study because it can provide the
opportunity to examine the effects of the physical
8
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Table 1.
Questions asked in the interview to find keywords related to
qualitative dimensions shaping place meaning from users’
points of view [Source: Authors]
Asked questions related to each selected place
of the faculty buildings
– Does the building remind you of an old/new memory or
experience? Why?
– Does the design of the hall appeal to you? Why?
– Is this place easily recognizable? Why?
– Do you feel secure in this place? Why?
– Are you satisfied with the furniture and the symbols used?
Why?
– Are the dimensions of places and the height of the ceiling
appropriate? Why?
– Are the plan and geometry of this building well designed
for an educational place? Why?

environment on emotions and the subsequent impact
of emotions on behavioral intentions. Also, the application of the model facilitates predicting the effects
of environmental changes on behavior.
12 most rated pictures obtained from the interview
results and representing the different places were
presented to students. 4 photographs belong to each
building (2 pictures related to the interior place and
2 pictures related to the exterior place) were selected.
Then, students were asked to express their affective
feelings (according to 16 attributes and emotional
characteristics of the Pleasure-Arousal model) related to the relevant places of the faculty. Also, to match
the qualitative criteria (keywords) obtained from the
interview and survey, users were asked to indicate
effective factors in their architectural experience
based on their perspective (interview experience). So,
viewing the pictures, students pointed out their emotions and perceptions from the pictures and marked
them on the diagram (model) for each image.
Questionnaires were answered in groups of 3 or 4
people in the specific area of each building. The
answers (scoring) were recorded in the format of the
Pleasure-Arousal model with the percentage (%),
and participants scored attributes such as displeasure, lethargy, and stress, etc. or pleasure, calm, and
excited, etc. from 0–100. To determine the number of
participants, a pretest was performed as a pilot study
on 35 students and after the estimation of variance
(S2), the number of the sample was increased to 140
(architecture group: 35 boys & 35 girls and urban
design group: 35 boys & 35 girls). The time spent on
each survey ranged from 20–30 minutes. Participants
recruited were in similar educational backgrounds
and aged 20 and over. The respondents were selected
mostly from undergraduate students (70%), preferably those who passed the fourth and fifth semesters,
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Figure 3.
Summarizing the whole procedure in the methodology [Source: Authors]

and graduate students (30%). 50% of the students
were females and 50% were males. In the last step, to
control the reliability of the research, the results of
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the interview and the questionnaire were compared
and matched. The following diagram summarizes the
whole procedure in the methodology.
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Table 2.
Faculty of Architecture buildings, Selcuk University of Konya [Source: Authors]
Place

Location

View

Plan

Old & Historical
Building
(Preceptress School)

New Building 1
(Teachers’ Rooms)

New Building 2
(Sports Hall)

4. CASE STUDY

5. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

The “Preceptress School” of Konya, designed by
architect Muzaffer, was opened as a school only for
women and as a teaching training center in 1925. The
building is located at the land of Kemaliye (Küçük
Karatay). It served as a “Preceptress School” until
1979 and was later changed into the “All Girl Art
Teaching School”. After restoration works, the building was used as Selcuk University Rector Building
until in recent years. Since October 2017, this building has been used by the Faculty of Architecture and
Urban Design. Next to this building, two other buildings have been converted into educational buildings.
These buildings can be grouped into two. 1) Old and
historical building (Preceptress School): As an education center, the old building of faculty was used for
girls-only, but nowadays, it has been changed and
used as studios, lecture halls, dining hall, and library.
2) New buildings: The buildings of this group are
classified into two categories and were built not too
long ago. One of these buildings was built for the
girls’ dormitory which is being used today as studios
and teachers’ rooms. Another building was previously used as a sports hall, but now it is being used as two
big studios and one canteen.

As mentioned in the research methodology, to evaluate the users’ thinking method as well as to identify
the effective factors in the formation of place meaning, a quantitative method (survey) was used. The
results represent some criteria that are very important to users and have a significant impact on their
perception, emotional experience, and understanding of the architectural place. In addition to exploring
factors affecting perception and experience of place,
the interview also sought to examine the characteristics of a pleasant place from the users’ point of view.
In the interviews with users on “Whether the building
reminds you of an old/new memory or experience?”,
keywords most users mentioned related to the three
buildings of faculty are: memory, historical identity,
security, beauty, order, diversity, compatibility with mental schema, and durability. Answers to this question
“Does the design of the hall appeal to you?” has keywords such as lighting, vitality, color, security, material,
scary. Answers to this question “Is this place easily
recognizable?”, prevents keywords such as color, variety, lighting, geometry, proportion, façade, and rhythm.
Answers to these questions “Do you feel secure in
this place?” and “Are the dimensions of places and

10
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Individual Factor

Old & Historical Building

New Building (Teachers’ Rooms)

New Building (Sports Hall)

Analysis Basis

Interview Quotes and Keywords

Analysis Criteria

Sensory Factor

* The historical building spaces are felt
warm, intimate, and secure in terms of providing light, color, materials, and vitality.
Whereas, other buildings are scary, boring
and dull because of using glassy and inanimate colors, materials, and furniture.

* Color
* Light
* Texture
* Material
* Vitality

Morphological Factor
(Perceptional)

* In the historical building dimensions,
geometry, and aspect ratio is appropriate,
but sports hall building is uniform and in
terms of largeness, width, and height is so
huge and makes the senses of fear, and
heaviness. I desire to leave such a place.

* Volume & facade
* Geometry
* Proportion
* Scale
* Rhythm
* Memory
* Identity
* Compatibility with
mental schema

Cognitive Factor

* I like the historical building because it
reminds me of the architecture of the early
years of the Republic of Turkey.
* Since the historical building was used as a
school in the past, for us as students of
architecture, it is very meaningful in terms
of architectural and functional features, but
other buildings are only functional and do
not involved architectural qualities in terms
of color, variety, etc.

Behavioral Factor

* The new building and sports hall building
are unpleasant due to the lack of spatial
qualities and largeness. I am not satisfied
and I do not feel safe. I’d like to avoid these
buildings.

* Security
* Satisfaction

the height of the ceiling appropriate?”, have keywords such as lighting, height, proportion, and material. Answers to this question “Are you satisfied with
the furniture and the symbols used?”, has keywords
such as satisfaction, security, material, texture, and
color. According to the results and based on keywords, users’ points of view about the factors of place
meaning can be categorized into three groups of sensory, morphological (perceptional), and individual
factors (cognitive and behavioral). The content of the
following table represents the indicators that are
effective in shaping place meaning from the users’
point of view.
The results of interviews indicated that users generally expressed their feelings about the faculty places
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Table 3.
Dimensions and attributes that shape the meaning of place from users’ point of view [Source: Authors]

in three ways. The first group was more concerned
with expressing their personal feelings, which came
from individuals’ intellectual and psychological backgrounds. These feelings were sometimes positive
(secure, calm, vitality, exciting, etc.) and sometimes
negative (fear, stress, hatred, etc.). An abundance
survey showed that the majority of users engage their
emotions in their way of thinking about a place. “I
like this building. Its places are warm, safe, calm, colorful, and I feel happy to stay in it as well as I would
like to spend time in this building to study, to chat,
and to work”. In explaining how the faculty places
were, the second group compared their faculty with
other faculties and similar places. In this comparison,
the behaviors, functions, and meanings of place were
compared with similar examples of the place they had
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Table 4.
Dimensions forming the meaning of place derived from the interview [Source: Authors]
Historical
New Building 1
Dimension / Sub-Dimension
Building
(Teachers’ Rooms)

Sensory Factor

Morphological Factor
(Perceptual)

Individual Factor:
Cognitive
Individual
Factor:Behavioral

New Building 2
(Sports Hall)

Total

Color

4.20

4.11

4.00

4.10

Light

3.11

3.22

2.66

3.00

Texture

4.66

3.66

4.00

4.11

Material

4.51

4.33

3.77

4.20

Vitality

2.66

2.70

2.11

2.49

Volume & facade

4.62

4.12

4.33

4.36

Geometry

4.33

4.00

4.11

4.15

Proportion & Scale

4.12

3.99

4.62

4.24

Rhythm

4.55

3.66

3.99

4.20

Compatibility with mental
schema

1.66

1.99

1.33

1.66

Memorability

2.20

1.11

1.44

1.58

Satisfaction

1.15

1.44

1.77

1.45

in mind or experienced before, and the meaning they
presented from the place was based on the degree of
similarity or dissimilarity of their mental schema.
Other users had a comparative view of their way of
thinking about place. “Many of the schools of architecture I have visited so far have no place for leisure
time, chatting, social interaction, and respond to just
functional-physical needs which make them feel
tired. However, my faculty historical building was
used as a school in the past, and for me as a student
of architecture, it is very meaningful in terms of providing architectural and functional features, landscape, views, materials used and, etc.”. The third
group was those who expertly critiqued the physical
and perceptual aspects of the buildings and were
most influenced by the place quality, preferences,
and behaviors. “In the historical building dimensions,
geometry, and aspect ratio is appropriate, but sports
hall building is uniform and in terms of largeness,
width, and height is huge and cause feelings like fear
or depressing. I desire to leave such a place”.
After summarizing the data, some items were formulated and each of these items was given under the relevant dimension. To assess the contribution of each
of the parameters obtained from the interviews to
emotional evaluation, the cases which were not
meaningfully related to the formation of feelings and
meanings were deleted. Following that, to prioritize
the remaining factors, we utilized descriptive statistics. To prioritize the responses, the percentage of the
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frequency of responses was considered as the basis
for classification. After collecting the data, statistical
analysis was used in both descriptive and inferential
levels. In Table 4, the dimensions and sub-dimensions
contributing to the formation of place meaning are
given.
In terms of analyzing the content of thinking and
evaluating the contribution of each qualitative components obtained from the interview results
(Table 4), users indicated effective factors in the environmental experience based on the Pleasant-Arousal
model. Tables 5 to 10 show differences and similarities in the comparative results of assessing the emotional-perceptual experience of place by the
Pleasure-Arousal model for the places of the all three
buildings of the faculty. Accordingly, historical building’s places have been assessed as pleasant, exciting,
placid, harmonic and safe. In contrast, new buildings’
places have been assessed as unpleasant, boring, irritating, frustrating, unsafe and upsetting. It should be
noted that along with the emotional assessment, the
importance of qualitative factors affecting this assessment, such as the factors listed in Table 4, are mentioned by interviewees.
According to the findings presented in Table 5, all
places of the historical building (The “Preceptress
School” of Konya) were assessed as pleasant by users.
By integrating the quantitative results, the mean data
showed that the first quarter of the circle in the clockwise direction, which is associated with high arousal
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Evaluated Place:
Old & Historical Building
(Preceptress School)

Average of The Places According to
Pleasure-Arousal Diagram from the Users
Point of View

A R C H I T E C T U R E

Table 5.
The result of Pleasant-Arousal diagram of the places of the Historical Building [Source: Authors]
Qualitative factors affecting
the emotional evaluation
Volume,
Proportion & Scale,
Rhythm,
Geometry,
Material,
Color,
Compatibility with,
mental schema,
Memorability,
Security

Material,
Color,
Texture,
Variety,
Memorability,
Security

Proportion and Scale,
Rhythm,
Geometry,
Material,
Texture,
Color,
Light,
Sense of place,
Satisfaction,
Memorability,
Security
Proportion and Scale,
Rhythm,
Geometry,
Material,
Texture,
Color,
Light,
Memorability,
Security

and represents the high activated exciting factor of
pleasure, the relevant places were assessed as contented (M = 52), and in the second quarter of the low
activated safe factor of pleasure, they were assessed
as harmonious places (M = 62). In general, the
places of this building were assessed as safe (low
arousal) with an average score of 53 compared to 32
rated for exciting (high arousal). Moreover, the data
average of evaluating qualitative factors affecting the
emotional experience of places from the users’ point
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of view showed that the color, texture, material,
memorability, and security were most highly rated
which proves that the historical building is more
pleasant. This indicates that, based on results
obtained from interviews, the relevant building in
terms of qualitative factors like material, color, texture, proportion, scale, geometry, light, rhythm,
memorability, and security affects the emotional
experience of users and mostly represents adjectives
such as placid, calm, safe, and harmonious which play
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Table 6.
The mean data of Pleasant-Arousal diagram of the pleasant places of the Historical Building [Source: Authors]
The Mean Data of Pleasure-Arousal Diagram

Criterion

High Arousal

Low Arousal

Low Arousal

High Arousal

a significant role in inducing safe (M = 53) and
pleasant feeling compared to adjectives such as excited, happy, elated, and contented.
As shown in Table 7, all places of the new building 1
(Teachers’ Rooms), were assessed as unpleasant. In
this regard, of the low activated unpleasant factor
(boring), they were assessed as boring (M = 65), and
of the high activated unpleasant factor (unsafe), they
were assessed as scared (M = 76.5). Indeed, highscored adjectives such as upsetting, distressing, tense,
and scary (M = 63.75) with high arousal play a significant role in inducing unpleasant feelings and make
them unsafe places. Besides, according to data
obtained from the interview, users filling the ques-

Mood

Exciting:
32

Safe:
53

Boring:
9.85

Unsafe:
7.75

Excited

20

Happy

36.5

Elated

20

Contented

52

Harmonious

62

Safe

42.5

Calm

60

Placid

48

Lethargic

9

Bored

14

Irritated

9.5

Frustrated

6.5

Upset

8

Distressed

3

Tense

16.5

Scared

2.7

tionnaire (Pleasure-Arousal) mentioned the effects
of factors such as volume and facade, geometry, proportion and scale, material, color, light, texture, vitality, and security on making the new building such an
unpleasant place. Accordingly, the average data of all
unpleasant places of the new building shows that the
adjectives of boring (M = 65) with low arousal and
scary (M = 76.5) with high arousal play a significant
role in inducing unpleasant feeling, and high scored
adjectives such as upsetting, distressing, tense, and
scary, make it to be felt unsafe place (M = 53).
As shown in Table 9, all places of the sports hall
building were assessed unpleasant. In this regard, of
the low activated as unpleasant factor (boring), they

Table 7.
The result of Pleasant-Arousal diagram of the places of the New Building 1 [Source: Authors].
Evaluated Place:
New Building 1
(Teachers’ Rooms)

Average of The Places According to
Pleasure-Arousal Diagram
from the Users Point of View

Qualitative factors affecting
the emotional evaluation

Volume and façade,
Geometry,
Proportion and Scale,
Rhythm,
Material,
Color,
Texture, Security

14
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Volume and façade,
Proportion and Scale,
Material,
Color,
Texture,
Vitality

Material,
Texture,
Color,
Light,
Vitality,
Security

Rhythm,
Material,
Texture,
Color,
Light,
Vitality,
Security

Table 8.
The mean data of Pleasant-Arousal diagram of all unpleasant places of the New Building 1 [Source: Authors]
The Mean Data of Pleasure-Arousal Diagram

Criterion

High Arousal

Low Arousal

Low Arousal

High Arousal
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Mood

Exciting:
3.05

Safe:
5.9

Boring:
45.6

Unsafe:
63.75

Excited

1.38

Happy

2.12

Elated

2.3

Contented

6.5

Harmonious

9.25

Safe

5.8

Calm

4.8

Placid

8.75

Lethargic

27.8

Bored

65

Irritated

60.8

Frustrated

28.5

Upset

52.3

Distressed

63

Tense

63.5

Scared

76.5
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Table 9.
The result of Pleasant-Arousal diagram of the places of the New Building 2 [Source: Authors]
Evaluated Place:
New Building 2
(Sports Hall)

Average of The Places According to
Pleasure-Arousal Diagram
from the Users Point of View

Qualitative factors affecting
the emotional evaluation

Volume and façade,
Proportion and Scale,
Rhythm,
Material,
Color,
Texture,
Security

Volume and façade,
Proportion and Scale,
Color,
Texture,
Security

Material,
Texture,
Color,
Light,
Security

Proportion and Scale,
Material,
Texture,
Color,
Light,
Security

were assessed as boring (M = 65), and of the high
activated unpleasant factor (unsafe), they were
assessed as distressing (M = 65). Indeed, high-scored
adjectives such as upsetting, distressing, tense, and
scary (M = 51) with high arousal play a significant
role in inducing unpleasant feelings and make them
unsafe places. Besides, according to the data
obtained from the interview, factors such as volume
and facade, rhythm, proportion and scale, material,
16
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color, texture, and security make the sports hall
building such an unpleasant place. Accordingly, the
average data of all unpleasant places of the sports
hall building shows that the adjectives of boring
(M = 65.5) with low arousal and distressing (M = 65)
with high arousal play a significant role in inducing
unpleasant feeling, and high scored adjectives such as
upsetting, distressing, tense, and scary, hence make it
if an unsafe place (M = 51).
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a

The Mean Data of Pleasure-Arousal Diagram

Criterion

High Arousal

Low Arousal

Low Arousal

High Arousal
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Table 10.
The mean data of Pleasant-Arousal diagram of all unpleasant places of the New Building 2 [Source: Authors]
Mood

Exciting:
1.8

Safe:
3.38

Boring:
46.5

Unsafe:
51

Excited

1.95

Happy

0

Elated

0.5

Contented

1.85

Harmonious

0

Safe

1

Calm

1

Placid

10.5

Lethargic

32

Bored

65.5

Irritated

56

Frustrated

33

Upset

49

Distressed

65

Tense

53

Scared

37.5

Table 11.
The average of statistical data related to interior and exterior places of faculty buildings [Source: Authors]
Old Building
(Preceptress School)

The Name of Place
Criterion
High Activated
Pleasant

Exciting

Low Activated
Pleasant

Safe

High Activated
Unpleasant

Boring

Low Activated
Unpleasant

Unsafe

Mood
Excited
Happy
Elated
Contented
Harmony
Safe
Calm
Placid
Lethargic
Bored
Irritated
Frustrated
Upset
Distressed
Tense
Scared

Int
25.2
36.3
21.5
59
82.5
42
51
50
11.7
17.8
13.2
8.7
10.5
3.9
25
4.9

The average of statistical data related to the all places
of faculty buildings is presented iojn Table 11.
A comparative and interactive analysis between
the three groups including morphological factor
(F (3, 246) = 3.82, p = 0.01 < 0.05), sensory factor
(F (3, 246) = 3.51, p = 0.04 < 0.05), individual factor
(F (3,246) = 2.27, p = 0.030 < 0.05) and the results
of the Pleasure-Arousal model shows a meaningful
4/2021
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Ext
15
36.5
18
44.5
42
43
68.5
46
6.5
10
6
4.9
5
2
8.85
0.5

New Building 1
(Teachers’ rooms)
Int
0.5
0.5
0.4
0
0.5
1.1
0.6
5
38
60
69
32
58
56
73
63

Ext
2.25
3.75
4.20
13
8
10.5
9
12.5
17.5
70
52.5
25
46.5
70
54
89.5

New Building 2
(Sports Hall)
Int
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
21
19
59
61.5
22.5
52.5
37.5
57.5
44

Ext
2.9
0
0
2.7
0
1
1
0
45
72
50
43
45
92
48
31

relation. It means that, the affective attitude of students towards a different style of design and building
is quite meaningful.
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Figure 4.
The analysis of findings related to pleasant and unpleasant places [Source: Authors]

6. CONCLUSIONS
Consequently, answering the question “Which
dimensions of the meaning of place are more significant for users?”, it was found that factors forming the
meaning of place from the users’ point of view can be
categorized into three; sensory (texture, material,
color, light, vitality), morphological (volume, geometry, proportion, scale, rhythm, variety), and individual
(satisfaction, memorability, security, compatibility
with mental schema) dimensions. Furthermore, in
answer to this question “What is the mode of thinking of users during the interpretation of a place?” the
interview results showed that users perceive place in
three modes: The first category is emotional thinking.
In this way, the meanings that people perceive from
the place are derived from personal emotions that
are influenced by their intellectual and psychological
backgrounds. The second category is empirical thinking, in which place meanings are derived from experiences and events. The third category is relativistic
thinking, in which the meanings of a place are evaluated in comparison with other places.
Based on the results of the interview and open questionnaire, it should be noted that the quality of place
and its components play an important role in an individual’s preferences and judgments. Physical features
and environmental qualities such as color, light, texture, material, landscape, geometry, proportion,
security, etc. can improve the emotional-perceptual
quality of a place, and this leads to psychological
pleasure and positive emotional assessment, satisfaction, and environmental preferences. Along with the
emotional assessment of the place, qualitative factors
such as morphological, sensory, and individual affect
users assessment, and the results of the Pleasure18
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Arousal model show a meaningful relation between
the emotional evaluation of place and the factors
forming the meaning of place. According to interview
results, material, color, texture, and security are the
most influential factors in the formation of the meaning of place, and subsequently, are the most effective
factors of emotional evaluation in determining a
place as pleasant or unpleasant. There are specific
relationships and harmony among physical dimensions and behavioral aspects of architectural places,
users’ perception, and affection. The individual
should have an understanding of the effect of the
environment as shown in their affection towards the
place as a result of the experience of interaction and
communication they have with the place. So, it seems
that in the investigation of different dimensions of
meanings that people perceive from one place, the
emotional experience of a place is important and
should be evaluated too. Furthermore, the physical
environment is considered as stimuli in creating
approach or avoiding decision and creates an emotional reaction in people, which, in turn, leads to
desirable or undesirable behaviors. Physical features
of an environmental setting affect the amount of
pleasure and arousal. Emotions elicited by a place
affect individuals’ behavior and experience.
Environmental perceptions are directly related to the
users’ understanding of place, behavioral tendencies,
pleasure, and arousal.
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